
March 2019 Coaches Call



Topics

• 3D – Cast Pattern

• Anatomy – Hip

• Coaches Questions/Swing Discussions



What is a cast?





Power Integrals – Area under the curve



Pro Patterns













Amateur Cast Patterns







Pros Diver vs short iron



Driver vs Iron Kinematic Sequence



Driver vs Iron Kinematic Sequence











The Hip





































Q &A and Swings



Jonathan

- Can you explain the forces and torques the hands put on the grip on the backswing?

- Do they hand and arm movements on the backswing make the body motions fall into place correctly going back?

- How quickly does a tour player get into the right heel on the backswing?

- You explain in a prior webinar that the backswing starts with a push from the left big toe, what part of the right foot accepts 
that?

- What causes the head to go down and out toward the target on the backswing?





(Below) On the 4d here and when I click on the Kwon3d Graph this is what appears. Any idea how to decipher this 
graph and apply it for lessons? 



(below) Also from 4d this is what appears when I click functional swing plane, which I think is also termed by Dr. 
Kwon. I understand that the blue line is the club head backswing trace, red is the club head downswing trace, green 
is the mid backswing to mid follow thru plane(fsp), white seems to be the deviation of backswing/followthrougu
clubhead to fsp. How would you utilize this tool to analyze a swing?



If you had a total beginner with no sports background ask you for a lesson, other than setup and grip, Would you start 
with rotation exercises or mini swings? Or neither? And why? 

How would you approach first lessons for beginner juniors (7yrs)?

(See attached movie) I have a swing you could look at for the webinar if you would like. I thought 
this swing seems unusual as His reverse lower body twists so much the trail foot comes way off the 
ground towards the finish. Btw, The guy played baseball before. There seems to be a lot of good 
moves here but how would you tackle this one?







I'm sending a couple of swings from a student for the webinar. This 
student is a +2 or +3 currently. I have been working on motorcycle and 
release drills with him. Lately, during tournaments, he has been hitting the 
ball on the heel and hitting weak right shots.


